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Abstract
The problem is connected with the weighted aggregation of fuzzy relations
given by criteria that evaluate a finite set of alternatives. The weights of these
criteria are quadratic weighting functions depending on the membership degrees
of the fuzzy relations. Transformed membership degrees computed by the help
of these weighting functions are used in aggregation procedures. The properties
of these relations required to decide the problems of choice, ranking or clustering
of the alternatives' set are proved.
Key words: fuzzy multicriteria decision making, fuzzy relations, aggre
gation operators, fuzzy relations' properties, weighting functions
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1. Introduction. The following multicriteria decision making problem is
considered. A finite number of alternatives is evaluated by several independent
fuzzy criteria comparing each couple of the alternatives by assigning fuzzy re
lations with membership degrees values in the unit interval. The importance of
each criterion is quadratic weighting function with values in unit interval as well.
Aggregation operators, uniting the membership degrees by all relations, taking
into account the respective weighting functions in order to compute the multicri
teria score of the fuzzy relations are used. The purpose is the obtained aggregated
fuzzy relation to possess some properties giving a possibility to decide some mul
ticriteria decision making problems.
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The usage of weighting functions that depend continuously on the criterion
satisfaction values (i.e. good or bad criteria performances) instead of constant
weights is suggested in [8-10]. Models for computation of weighted fuzzy relations
with different linear weighting functions and their advisability are considered in
[6,7]. Quadratic weighting functions will be used in this investigation as some
other variant of such functions.
Let A = {a, b, c, ... , n} be a finite number of alternatives evaluated by fuzzy
criteria K = {k l , ... , km}. Let R I , ... , R i, ... , R m be the matrices of the fuzzy
relations corresponding to the different criteria, i.e, R i = IllLi(a, b) II, i = 1, ... , m,
m 2: 2, Va, b E A, where lLi(a, b) E [0,1] is the membership degree of the com
parison of a, b E A for the fuzzy relation R; (R i means a fuzzy relation and a
matrix corresponding to this relation as well, for simplicity). The weights of the
criteria are given as functions WI (R I ) , ... ,wm(Rm) of the membership degrees to
each relation.
According to [11], each of the membership degrees may be transformed using
weighting functions of the criteria as follows:

(1)

ILf(a, b) = t(wi(lLi(a, b)), lLi(a, b)), a, s « A, i = 1, ... , m,

and then the weighted aggregation is obtained as

(2)

ILW(a, b) = Agg(lLl(a, b), ... , ILna, b), ... ,1L"::t(a, b)),

where Agg denotes some aggregation operator [2] and the function t(w,x) satisfies
the following properties [11]:

X> Y -. t(w,x) 2: t(w,y); t(w,x) is monotone in w; t(O,x) = id, t(1,x) = x,
with the identity element, id, such that it does not change the aggregated value
by adding it to the aggregation. The form of t depends on the type of aggre
gation performed, e.g. it may be t-norm or t-conorm [4,5,11], taking into account
their properties. Here will be discussed the properties of the new relations Rf,
i = 1, ... , m with membership functions ILf(a, b), a, b E A, i = 1, ... ,m, where
wi(Ri), i = 1, ... ,m are quadratic weighting functions, t is the product t-norm
and Agg is the Weighted Mean operator.
2. Quadratic weighting functions. Let ILl (a, b) = Xl, 1L2(a, b) = X2, ... ,
ILm(a, b) = Xm be the membership degrees obtained from the comparison of the
alternatives a, b E A to the fuzzy relations R I , ... ,~, ... , R m . The membership
function of the Weighted Mean operator is defined as [2]

ILW(a, b) = ~m Wi(Xi)Xi = ~~ ILn a, b),

(3)

~I=l

~I=l

with weighting functions in this case

(4) Wi(Xi) = ;;i(Xi)
Lgi(Xi)

;(

~~~)

and the normalization condition

f

ui; (Xi)

= 1.

i=l

i=l
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Consider the following functions:

(5)
m

m

Lgi(Xi)Xi

Lgi(Xi)Xi

f.L W (a, b) = ..:....i=--:'~':--_ _

(6)

i=l

S(a, b)

Lgi(Xi)
i=l

The linear weighting functions investigated in [6,8] correspond to 'Yi = O.
It is assumed that the convex quadratic functions gi(X), i = 1, ... , mare
defined in the unit interval; they are continuous and have continuous derivatives
g~ (x), i = 1, ... , m in this interval. It is proved [8] that the sufficient condition
for the strict monotonicity of the operator (6) is g~(x) :S gi(X), i = 1, ... , m,
x E [0,1]. The above conditions are performed if [8]

o :S 'Yi :S

(7)

f3chi) =

1,

'Yi

:S f3i :S f3chi), i = 1, ... ,m, with
'Yi

{

'Yi

+1

for 0 :S

+ 2 V'Yi (1 -

'Yi)

'Yi

for 0.5 :S

:S 0.5

'Yi

:S 1

.

3. Properties of the transformed weighted relations (1) with weight
ing functions (5). Introduce the following notations for simplicity:

(8)
m

m

m

Sea, b) = L gi(f.Li(a, b» = L (1 + (f3i i=l

m

(9)

)Xi + 'Yi X;) = m

i=l

m

(1 + (f3i - 'YdYi + 'YiY;) = m

i=l

m

i=l

+ L Yi
i=l

m

= L gi(f.Li (a, c)) = L

+ LXi
i=l

m

S(b, c) = L gi(f.Li(b, c)) = L
S(a, c)

'Yi

i=l

m

(1 + (f3i - 'YdZi + 'Yi Z;)

i=l

= m + L Zi.
i=l

The reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity properties of the relations R'(,
i

= 1, ... , m with membership functions
1

(10) f.L'(a, b) =

{

ifa=b

.(.) ._gi(xi)xi'
ui,

Xt Xt

-

S(a, b)

-J-b Va,bEA, i=1, ... ,m, m22,

f ar

1

where gi(X), i = 1, ... ,m are the functions (5), will be studied. It is easy to see
that these weighted relations preserve the reflexive and symmetrical properties of
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the initial relations. But the property of max-min transitivity does not preserve
as it may be verify from simple examples.
Proposition 3.1. If the fuzzy relations R i = IIJ.Li(a, b) II, i = 1, ... , m, Va, s «
A are max-min transitive, then the relations RY\ i = 1, ... ,m with membership
functions (10) are max-A transitive fuzzy relations.
Proof. Let R; be max-min transitive relations, i.e.,
J.Li(a, c) ~ min(J.Li(a, b), J.Li(b, c)), Va, b, c E A, i

= 1, ... ,m.

According to (8) the above inequality becomes
Zi ~ min (Xi, Yi), i

(11)

= 1, ... , m.

It has to be proved that
J.Li(a, c) ~ max (O,J.Lr(a, b) + J.Li(b,c) -1), Va,b,c E A, i

(12)

= 1, ... ,m,

or more precisely

(13)
Let j E [1, m] and Xj :::; Zj :::; Yj, e.g. from (11). If it can be proved that
gj(Zj)Zj > gj(Xj)Xj gj(Yj)Yj
S(a, c) - S(a, b) S(b, c) ,

(14)

then (13) is valid in view of the inequality Z ~ xy

~

max(O, X + Y -1), X,Y,Z E

[0,1].
From Xj :::; Zj :::; Yj it follows that gj(Zj)Zj ~ gj(Xj)Xj.
If S(a, c) :::; S(a, b), S(a, c) :::; S(b, c) or S(a, c) ::; S(a, b)S(b, c), then (14) is
valid.
Let S(a, c) > S(a, b), S(a, c) > S(b, c) and S(a, c) > S(a, b)S(b, c), then
according to (14) it has to be proved that

(15)

1
gj(Yj)Yj
S(a, c) ~ S(a, b)S(b, c)

=> S(a, b)S(b, c) ~ S(a, c)gj(Yj )Yj·

This inequality may be rewritten taking into account (9) as follows:

But m 2 ~ mgj (Yj )Yj, because m ~ 2, while (1
1 + {3j ::; 2 and
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- 'Yj )Yj

+ 'YjyJ)Yj <
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that follows from Xi :::; Zi :::; Yi or Yi :::; Zi :::; Xi by assumption. Therefore (15) is
valid.
The properties reflexivity, symmetry and max-A transitivity of the relations
Ri, i = 1, ... , m with membership functions (10) are useful, because they give a
possibility to decide the problems of choice, ranking or clustering after the com
putation of the aggregated relation with membership function (6). The following
propositions have to be taken into account for this purpose.
Proposition 3.2. If R i , i = 1,
,m are reflexive and max-min transitive
,m with membership functions (10) are
relations, then the relations Ri, i = 1,
fuzzy preorders (reflexive and max -~ transitive relations).
The proof follows from Proposition 3.1 and a definition of a fuzzy preorder
given in [3].
Proposition 3.3. If R i , i = 1, ... ,m are similarity (reflexive, symmetrical
and max-min transitive) relations, then the relations Ri, i = 1, ... , m with mem
bership functions (10) are likeness (reflexive, symmetrical and max-A transitive)
relations.
The proof follows from Proposition 3.1 and a definition given in [3].
Proposition 3.4. [4] If the relations Ri, i = 1, ... ,m are fuzzy preorders,
then the aggregated relation with the membership function (6) is a fuzzy preorder
relation as well.
Proposition 3.5. [4] If Ri, i = 1, ... , m are likeness relations, then the
aggregated relation with the membership function (6) is a likeness relation as
well.
4. Conclusion. The considered quadratic weighting functions instead of con
stant weights of the fuzzy criteria produces weighted aggregation with complex
dependency on the membership degrees of the initial relations. The advantage
of these functions is in their ability to fine the small values and to reward the
great values of the membership degrees. The proved properties of the weighted
relations give a possibility to use transformed relations in aggregation procedures
for solving some multicriteria decision making problems. The aggregated preorder
relation may be used in the problems for choice or ordering among the set of al
ternatives. The property of likeness of the aggregated relation is useful for solving
a clustering problem of the alternatives' set.
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